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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR 
TRANSACTING BUSINESS OVER A GLOBAL 
COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK SUCH AS 

THE INTERNET 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is a division of co-pending US. 
application Ser. No. 11/626,527 Which is a continuation-in 
part of US. application Ser. No. 09/342,866 ?led Jun. 29, 
1999, noW issued as US. Pat. No. 6,978,253, to Which prior 
ity is expressly claimed. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention relates generally to systems 
and methods of doing business over a global communications 
netWork such as the Internet, and more particularly to systems 
and methods Wherein various forms of competition and/or 
entertainment are used to determine transaction prices 
betWeen buyers and sellers. 

BACKGROUND 

[0003] Many businesses have recently begun expanding 
into e-commerce in an effort to attract some of the seemingly 
endless source of potential buyers. In fact, many neW busi 
nesses actually offer their products and services solely via 
e-commerce. Some e-commerce businesses provide tradi 
tional transaction methods, Wherein the seller offers a speci 
?ed product at a speci?ed price, and the buyer “buys” the 
product by performing a required set of tasks acknowledging 
the formation of a binding buy-sell contract. This occurs at 
AmaZon.com, e. g., Which began as an on-line book seller, but 
has recently expanded into other ?elds such as music and 
videos. 
[0004] Various other business models have also emerged, 
apparently in an effort to attract a greater portion of the 
on-line market. For example, Priceline.com uses a model 
Which alloWs the buyer to present a bid or offer price they 
Wish to pay for a product or service, and a seller then accepts 
the buyer’s offer to enter into a binding contract, typically as 
the result ofa reverse auction process. See, e.g., US. Pat. No. 
5,794,207, the contents of Which are hereby incorporated 
herein by reference. VerticalNet.com uses a model Which 
alloWs businesses to ?nd information regarding manufactur 
ers of speci?c products, after Which time the business (buyer) 
then contacts the manufacturer directly to purchase the prod 
ucts. Onsale.com and eBay.com use auction models alloWing 
sellers to submit their products to an electronic auction, Which 
buyers then bid on electronically. Onsale.com has also 
announced an “at-cost” program, claiming to sell various 
computer and other electronic products at Wholesale cost. 
Other ecommerce companies simply use their Websites as an 
advertising activity to promote their products. 
[0005] These various e-commerce business models all have 
certain advantages and disadvantages, but as a fundamental 
principle of a free market economy such as in the United 
States, their common goal likely is to attract as many custom 
ers as possible, to ultimately lead to more transactions and 
hence more pro?t for the companies employing the models. 
As such, they all seem to focus in one Way or another on 
factors typically considered important by potential buyersi 
namely price and convenience. None of them, hoWever, alloW 
a potential buyer to engage in a competitive/ entertaining col 
lateral price-determining activity (PDA) Which ultimately 
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determines the price of the product or service to be secured, 
depending on the buyer’s performance during the collateral 
activity. 
[0006] Off-line sWeepstakes systems are also knoWn, 
Which alloW a game player to Win cash or other priZes or 
credits depending on the player’s performance of a speci?ed 
set of tasks. A simple example involves a player scratching off 
one of a number of covered areas on a card, to reveal a priZe. 
HoWever, such systems typically do not bind the player to a 
contract, but merely provide an offer to the player/buyer to 
enter into a contract on the speci?ed terms. 
[0007] Systems and methods are thus desirable to alloW a 
potential buyer to engage in competitive/ entertaining activi 
ties Wherein the activities ultimately determine the price of 
the product or service to be bought, depending on the buyer’s 
performance While participating in the PDA. Such systems 
and methods using a global communications netWork such as 
the Internet Would provide buyers and sellers an alternative 
method of conducting e-commerce. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0008] The present invention comprises a business model 
used to determine the price of goods and/or services to be 
provided from a seller or sellers to a buyer or buyers. Various 
forms of electronic competition and/or entertainment are 
used as intermediary activities betWeen said buyers and sell 
ers to ultimately determine a contract price. Sellers offer a 
product or service Within a speci?ed price range, and buyers 
enter into a contract to buy the product or service Within that 
price range. The ultimate price (Within the range) is deter 
mined based upon the buyer’s performance rating, or score, 
Which the buyer receives from participating in a collateral 
activity. Thus, e. g., if a buyer performs poorly at the activity, 
the price Will be higher, Whereas if the buyer does Well, the 
price Will be loWer. The activity may be a video game (includ 
ing audio/visual games), electronic board game, crossWord 
puZZle or other Word game, sports bet, card game, or any other 
activity or combination of activities, and may be performed 
against the seller, a pre-programmed softWare opponent, a 
computer opponent, another buyer competing for the same or 
a different product, a player participating as a player only and 
not as a buyer, or anyone or anything else. The actual range 
may be a scaled set of prices (e.g., $1000.00, $1100.00, 
$1200.00, etc.), or it may be simply a single price, such as a 
discounted price, for Which the buyer Will either “Win” the 
contract or “lose”, and not be entitled to the product at the 
speci?ed price, or it may even include a loWer boundary of 
$0.00, such that the product or service might be attainable for 
free if the buyer can achieve a certain performance level While 
participating in the PDA. 
[0009] The price at any speci?c point in time may vary, 
depending on the buyer’s score or performance rating at that 
time. This may occur even if the PDA has not been completed. 
Furthermore, that speci?c price may be displayed or made 
available to the buyer during performance of the PDA, either 
upon request, continuously, at intervals, or in response to the 
occurrence of certain events. Thus, a buyer may see the price 
changing dynamically throughout performance of the PDA, 
increasing and/or decreasing as the performance varies. 
There may also be provided to the buyer, similar dynamic 
information related to other participants. The display may be 
accompanied by audio, visual, and/or audio-visual clips, and 
may be displayed as a ticker, a box score, a picture-in-picture, 
or in any other manner. 
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[0010] Sellers are able to attract buyers using the marketing 
incentive that buyers can reduce the price of the offered 
product or service by performing Well at the speci?ed activity. 
Sellers are Willing to put forth the initial offer of a certain 
price range, in hopes that the average price of the product over 
time Will be a pro?table price Within the range, based upon the 
average performance of potential buyers that is expected to 
occur. 

[0011] Buyers, on the other hand, are Willing to accept the 
possibility of paying the highest price Within the range, in 
exchange for the opportunity to pay the loWest price (or any 
loWer price) Within the range if they can achieve a certain 
level of performance at the speci?ed activity. Buyers also 
receive a side bene?t of the entertainment value of the activ 
ity, during Which they are attempting to loWer the price of a 
product or service. Additionally, it is typically exciting for a 
buyer to see the price of a product or service dropping 
dynamically in relation to performance at the collateral activ 
ity. 
[0012] Thus, one aspect of the present invention involves a 
method of doing business over a global communications net 
Work comprising the steps of: communicating to a buyer via 
the global communications netWork, a description of a prod 
uct; accepting a ?rst request from the buyer to buy the product 
for a price to be determined Within a price range; accepting a 
second request from the buyer to alloW the price to be deter 
mined based upon a performance of the buyer While partici 
pating in a Price-Determining-Activity (PDA) selected by the 
buyer, receiving data from the buyer over the global commu 
nications netWork, said data representing the performance of 
the buyer during the selected PDA; and determining the price 
of the product based at least partially upon the data received, 
said price being Within the price range. 
[0013] Another aspect of the present invention involves a 
method of determining a price of a product using a global 
communications netWork, comprising the steps: communi 
cating to a buyer via the global communications netWork, 
data representing a plurality of products available, said plu 
rality of products including a ?rst product; accepting 
acknowledgement from the buyer representing an intent of 
the buyer to buy the ?rst product at a price to be determined 
based upon a performance of the buyer While participating in 
a Price-Determining-Activity (PDA), said acknowledgement 
being communicated over the global communications net 
Work; determining the performance of the buyer; and assign 
ing a price to the product, said price being dependent upon the 
performance of the buyer. 
[0014] Another aspect of the present invention involves a 
system for conducting e-commerce over a global communi 
cations netWork, comprising: a computer server having 
access to the global communications netWork, and being pro 
grammed to communicate to a buyer via the global commu 
nications netWork, data representing a plurality of products, 
said plurality of products including a ?rst product; and to 
accept acknoWledgement from the buyer representing an 
intent of the buyer to buy the ?rst product at a price to be 
determined dependent on a performance of the buyer While 
participating in a Price-Determining-Activity (PDA), said 
acknoWledgement being communicated over the global com 
munications netWork; and to determine the performance of 
the buyer based upon data received over the global commu 
nications netWork; and to assign a price to the product, said 
price being dependent upon the performance of the buyer. 
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[0015] Methods are thus described Wherein buyers partici 
pate in selected activities, the outcomes of Which are used to 
determine the ultimate price the buyer is to pay for a selected 
product or service. Other objects and advantages of the 
present invention Will be apparent from the detailed descrip 
tion Which folloWs, When read in conjunction With the asso 
ciated draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0016] FIG. 1 is a ?oW-chart illustrating the steps involved 
in a typical transaction performed in accordance With the 
concepts of the present invention. 
[0017] FIG. 2 is a block diagram shoWing an embodiment 
of an operation controller as used in accordance With the 
present invention. 
[0018] FIG. 3 is a block diagram shoWing one embodiment 
of a buyer or seller interface in accordance With the present 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

[0019] The present invention describes business systems 
and business models/proces ses for conducting business trans 
actions Wherein the buyer and seller agree to a price range at 
Which a transaction Will take place. Sellers offer their prod 
uct/ service Within a speci?ed price range, and buyers accept 
the offer, in exchange for the opportunity to close the trans 
action at the loWest price offered by achieving a high score 
during a collateral activity. The ultimate price is Within the 
agreed upon range, but is determined based upon the buyer’s 
performance during the collateral PDA. The price may vary 
during performance of the PDA, and the price at any given 
point in time may be displayed or made available to the buyer 
or person performing the PDA. There may be predetermined 
or programmed activities associated With the PDA Which 
alloW the buyer to lock in a price even though the PDA might 
not be completed, or may have optional additional perfor 
mance time available. 

[0020] The activity may be a video game, electronic board 
game, sports bet, card game, or any other activity, and may be 
performed against the seller, a pre-programmed softWare 
opponent, a computer opponent, another buyer competing for 
the same or a different product, a player participating as a 
player only and not as a buyer, a predetermined achievement 
level, or anyone or anything else. The activity may be con 
ducted on-line, or off-line. 
[0021] Application of the present invention is especially 
bene?cial using a global communications netWork such as the 
Internet, because the massive numbers of buyers and sellers, 
combined With the ability to conduct transactions across time 
Zones, makes the Internet especially suitable for practicing 
the present invention. A centraliZed server or controller may 
be implemented to manage all transactions, alloWing access 
through various front-ends such as existing Internet portals or 
e-commerce sites. Such control Would alloW for ef?cient 
management of quality control, buyer-seller quali?cation 
screening, association of PDAs With corresponding products 
and services, and other database and e-commerce customer 
service and data control issues. 
[0022] Turning to FIG. 1, a ?oW-chart is shoWn illustrating 
the steps involved in a typical transaction performed in accor 
dance With the concepts of the present invention. At step 110, 
the buyer selects a desired product or service to be purchased. 
The selection may occur via a Website managed by the seller 
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or the seller’s agent (e.g., a master controller), using typical 
selection techniques such as point-and-click, pop-up menus, 
etc. The Website may offer the products or services as com 
mon offerings alWays available, auction items (e. g., like 
eBay.com), reverse auction items (e.g., like Priceline.com), 
specially-ordered lists of items (e.g., a Wedding registry), or 
any other Way. The present invention thus may be used inde 
pendently of other business models, or in combination there 
With, to form binding contracts. For example, using the auc 
tion or reverse auction models, the buyer may be entitled to a 
further discount of the auction or reverse auction price, Which 
discount may be greater if the buyer performs Well at the 
PDA, and not so great if the buyer performs poorly. The 
offerings of various products and services, and the associated 
PDAs, may be presented via a seller’s Website, or a host 
Website acting as a front end to systems embodying the con 
cepts described herein. 
[0023] At step 120, the buyer selects a PDA from a set of 
those available. The available set of PDAs may be pre-set by 
the seller or seller’s agent, and may be a subset of the actual 
set of activities in a PDA database. The PDAs available may 
vary depending upon many factors, such as the product/ser 
vice being offered, the price range being offered, the quantity 
of products available, the demand for the product, etc. For 
example, a seller may alloW a buyer to choose from any PDA 
in the PDA database, for a particular item that the seller Wants 
to o?lload as a promotional item, and for Which the seller is 
unconcerned as to the probabilities of receiving a speci?ed 
average price over time for the product. On the other hand, for 
a popular product that is capable of commanding a full market 
price, the seller may Wish to only alloW certain PDAs to be 
associated With the product, Where those PDAs Will typically 
result in a higher sale price than other PDAs. The association 
of a particular PDA With any given product or service, any 
given seller, any given buyer or class of buyers, any given time 
period, any given source of entry to the Website implementing 
the present invention, or to any other database, database entry, 
event, or other factor, or to any combination of the aforemen 
tioned, may be managed and controlled using Well-knoWn 
database management softWare. 
[0024] After the buyer selects a PDA, the buyer may pro 
vide payment information, as seen at step 130. The informa 
tion may be input and processed using Well-knoWn e-com 
merce ?nancial softWare, taking advantage of integrated or 
independent encryption technology. Alternatively, the buyer 
may provide ?nancial information via phone, regular mail, 
e-mail, or any other means, and may gain access to the seller’s 
offers via a passWord or other secure identi?cation method 
already associated With the buyer’s ?nancial information. 
This step, if it occurs, may occur at any stage in the process, 
but preferably Would occur prior to alloWing the buyer to 
participate in the PDA. 
[0025] Once the buyer selects the PDA at step 120 (and 
preferably after the buyer provides payment info at step 130), 
the PDA may begin, as seen at step 140. Actual start of the 
PDA may require additional input from the buyer, indicating 
he or she is ready to begin, and/or that he or she agrees to and 
understands that by beginning the PDA, he or she has entered 
into a binding contract. The PDA may be a video game, 
electronic board game, gambling game, sports bet, or any 
other activity, and may be single-player or multi-player, and 
may comprise computer-executable code sent to the buyer 
over a global communications netWork such as the lntemet. 
Various PDAs are described in more detail herein. 
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[0026] As the PDA is being performed, or even prior to the 
PDA being determined, or even after the PDA has completed, 
the price may be displayed or made available to the buyer. 
This may occur upon request, continuously, at intervals, or 
upon the occurrence of certain events. For example, there may 
be a “SHOW PRICE” button available, and that button may 
be alWays accessible, or may appear at intervals, or only upon 
the occurrence of certain events, such as ?nding a special 
treasure, achieving a certain point score, “killing” a certain 
beast, solving a certain riddle or puZZle, performing a quali 
fying round of the PDA, etc. Or the price may be displayed as 
described above, but Without the need for activation of a 
“SHOW PRICE” button. Similarly, the price may simply 
continuously update as performance of the PDA continues, 
and audio, visual, or audiovisual indications may appear as 
certain price levels are achieved. There may also be provided 
to the buyer, similar dynamic information related to other 
participants. 
[0027] Thus, a buyer may see the price changing dynami 
cally throughout performance of the PDA, increasing and/or 
decreasing as the performance varies. at any speci?c point in 
time may vary, depending on the buyer’s score or perfor 
mance rating at that time. This may occur even if the PDA has 
not started or been completed. 

[0028] Additionally, there may be price-locking options 
Which alloW the buyer to lock in a certain price before the 
PDA or series of PDAs is completed, or before any optional 
additional performance time has elapsed. The price-locking 
options may be available based upon predetermined or pro 
grammed activities associated With the PDA, or may be con 
tinuously available, or available at intervals, etc. For example, 
the current price of a product may already be at or near the 
loWest price available, due to a buyer’s current golf score of 8 
under par after 14 holes. There may be an option to alloW the 
buyer/ golfer to stop the PDA (i.e., video golf), and secure the 
available price. The golfer might elect to do so in this 
example, to avoid losing that opportunity in the event he or 
she shoots bogies for the last 4 holes that Would result in a 
?nal price higher than that currently available. 
[0029] When the PDA is complete as to the buyer (step 
150), or if there is an option available to the buyer to end the 
PDA prematurely and the buyer elects to do so, the actual 
price of the product or service at issue is determined (step 
160), and if the contract is binding, the transaction may then 
be completed. If the contract is not binding, because e. g., the 
buyer Was given the opportunity of engaging the PDA on a 
“no commitment basis”, then at this point the buyer is asked 
if he or she Wants to close the transaction at the determined 
price. 
[0030] The folloWing example Will illustrate in more detail 
a buyer-seller transaction occurring using the ?oW-chart of 
FIG. 1. Buyer Bobby accesses the lntemet using a typical PC 
With broWser softWare. Bobby sends a request though his 
broWser to link to a Website implementing the concepts 
described in FIG. 1. For this example, We Will call the Website 
WWW.pdaportal.com (No such Website is knoWn to exist at 
this time). Bobby navigates the Website, and ?nds that he can 
buy a Mark McGWire rookie card in mint condition, if he is 
Willing to pay anyWhere betWeen $500.00 to $$600.00. He 
decides to check it out, and clicks on the Mark McGWire 
image to proceed (step 110). 
[0031] He is then presented With a pull-doWn menu of ?ve 
different “games” (PDAs) to choose from, along With price 
determination rules explaining hoW each PDA Will be used to 
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determine the ultimate price of the McGWire card. The 
“games” are: 1) a bridge game Where he Would be dealer and 
North, and Would be playing With three other individuals Who 
have selected bridge as their PDA for other products offered 
by WWW.pdaportal.com; 2) a Mark McGWire trivia quiz often 
questions; 3) an offer to predict Which major league baseball 
player Will be the ?rst to reach ?fty home-runs this season; 4) 
a game of keno; and 5 a classic PacMan video arcade game. 
After broWsing through each option, and learning What type 
of performance Would be necessary from him to achieve a 
buying price of $500.00, he decides to go for the trivia quiz 
(step 120), in Which he is informed that he only needs to 
ansWer 9 of 10 multiple choice questions correctly Within a 
?fteen minute period to achieve the $500.00 price. Even if he 
only gets 5 out of 10 correct, he Will get the card for $600.00, 
and he ?gures that isn’t so bad. 

[0032] He then sends his VISA card information to the 
pdapor‘tal.com server (step 130), and is informed that he may 
begin the “game” by selecting “START”, or by returning 
Within 48 hours to pdapor‘tal.com and entering code 
“MC9915432” into the “Active request?” ?eld. He decides to 
go for it noW, and clicks on the “START” button. The game 
begins (step 140). Bobby gets through the ?rst 8 questions, 
and sees the price reduced $10 after each question he 
ansWered correctly. Thus, he has seen the price reduced from 
$600.00 to $590.00 to $580.00 to $570.00 to $560.00 to 
$550.00 to $540.00 to $530.00 to $520.00 respectively, after 
ansWering each of the ?rst 8 questions correctly. He then 
realiZes he has only nine seconds remaining. He has no time 
to read the next tWo questions, so he simply guesses “b” for 
both of them. The clock runs out, and the game is over (step 
150). Bobby is informed that the ansWer to number 9 Was “c”, 
but the ansWer to number 10 Was “b”. He gets 9 ansWers 
correct, and according to the predetermined algorithm as 
presented to him at the start of the game, his performance 
locks in the price at $500.00! (Step 160). The shipping, cus 
tomer service, and other e-commerce details are handled by 
the WWW.pdaportal.com softWare, Which is Well-knoWn in the 
art. 

[0033] Alternatively in the above example, after ansWering 
the ?rst 8 questions correctly, Bobby could have elected to 
stop and lock in the $520.00 price, because the trivia game 
rules may have included provisions for increasing the price in 
response to incorrect ansWers. With only a feW seconds 
remaining, Bobby may not have Wanted to risk the price 
increasing due to incorrect ansWers forced by rushed guesses. 

[0034] Another example to illustrate some of the concepts 
described herein involves a buyer performing an action video 
game PDA. The buyer may see the price dynamically and 
continuously changing as he or she continues to blast aWay 
enemy creatures. The price may be decreasing With the 
destruction of each additional enemy creature. After an initial 
price of $500.00, the buyer has reduced the available price to 
only $420.00. But then as one enemy ?res a laser round at our 
buyer’s video game character and hits the character’s reserve 
ammunition belt, the belt may evaporate and the score may 
decrease, With the price of the product the buyer is competing 
for correspondingly increasing. For example, the price may 
increase to $430.00 at that time. The buyer then sees an enemy 
spacecraft land and unload several more armed enemy crea 
tures, in response to Which the buyer may decide to lock in the 
$430.00 price. But the buyer may not have that option avail 
able While the enemy craft is docked. Then, as soon as the 
enemy craft gets airborne, a ?ashing light appears (or reap 
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pears) and the buyer maneuvers his or her character to the 
light, thus activating the price-lock option. During the delay, 
the buyer’s character Was hit tWo more times by enemy ?re, 
and the price Was accordingly increased to $440.00. The 
buyer decides to buy the product for the $440.00, Which is still 
a signi?cant discount from the starting price of $500.00. 

[0035] As previously mentioned, the transactions may be 
handled by a master operation controller or content server for 
e?icient processing and marketability. FIG. 2 is a block dia 
gram shoWing one embodiment of an operation controller 206 
as used in accordance With the present invention. The opera 
tion controller may be a computer server Which provides 
content to and manages a Website implementing the concepts 
described herein. The buyer and seller interfaces (202 and 204 
respectively) may comprise a PC 216 (see FIG. 3) connected 
to the master operation controller 206, and may each have 
broWser software installed. The connection may be via an 
electronic netWork interface 207 and connection 208 to a 
modem or other communication device 210, Which in turn is 
connected to the content server 206 via any Internet connec 

tion 212 such as phone lines, cable lines, ISDN, T-1, etc. The 
netWork interface 208 and connection 207 is shoWn for sim 
plicity to be the same for the buyer and seller interfaces 202 
and 204, but this is not required, and in most instances Would 
not be the case. Connection to the master operation controller 
206 may be directly via an Internet connection 212, and may 
occur via a hyperlink from another Website acting as a front 
end to the master operation controller. 

[0036] The content server 206 has access to a database 214, 
Which may be one physical database, or multiple physical 
databases, as is Well-knoWn in the art. Various physical or 
logical databases may include the folloWing: a goods offered 
database 21411, a seller database 214b, a buyer database 2140, 
a payment info database 214d, a price acceptance database 
214e, a PDA database 214f (containing data regarding the 
available PDAs), a price decisions database 214g, a seller 
account database 214k, a buyer account database 2141', a 
buyer history database 214j, and many others. The relation 
ships betWeen the various databases 214 may be programmed 
using Well-knoWn programming techniques. For example, 
relationships may be set up as previously described to asso 
ciate speci?ed PDAs With speci?ed products offered by 
speci?ed sellers during speci?ed time periods. The databases 
may be organiZed and partitioned in any convenient manner, 
and the format shoWn in FIG. 2 is merely an example. 

[0037] Turning noW to FIG. 3, a sample con?guration of the 
Buyer Interface is shoWn. (The same con?guration may be 
used for a Seller Interface). As can be seen, the buyer interface 
202 may comprise a PC 216 connected to the master opera 
tion controller 206, and may have broWser software installed. 
The connection may be via an electronic netWork connection 
207 to a modem or other communication device 210, Which in 
turn is connected to the content server 206 via any Internet 
connection 212 such as phone lines, cable lines, ISDN, T-1, 
etc. Connection to the master operation controller 206 may be 
directly via an Internet connection 212, and may occur via a 
hyperlink from another hosting Website acting as a front-end 
to the master operation controller content. A monitor 218 or 
other output display device may be attached to the buyer’s PC, 
as is Well-knoWn in the art. In an exemplary embodiment, a 
buyer interface 202 simply needs to have Internet access and 
broWser softWare installed, to alloW a buyer to navigate the 
Internet and access a Website hosting content Which imple 
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ments the methods described herein. FIG. 3 is merely a simple 
example of such a con?guration. 

[0038] Turning noW to the Price Determining Activities, or 
PDAs, the present invention contemplates a Wide variety of 
PDAs to be used as described herein. It is to be understood, 
therefore, that various PDAs available, along With price deter 
mination rules explaining hoW the PDAs are used to deter 
mine the ultimate price of a speci?ed product or service, may 
be pre-programmed and/ or programmable, as needed. Thus, 
upon execution of a PDA in one case, a score of 100,000 may 
entitle the buyer to a $500.00 price, Whereas the same PDA 
may entitle a different buyer to a price of only $525 .00 for the 
same product. 

[0039] PDAs may be added, modi?ed, and/ or deleted. The 
availability of any given PDA may also change and be set 
based upon any combination of the associated product or 
service offered, the identity of the seller, the time of the offer 
from the seller, the source of entry into the PDA’s host Website 
(e. g., special promotions may be offered to buyers accessing 
the PDA Website through aYahoo! link), the skill level of the 
buyer participant, the number of players involved in the PDA, 
the changing popularity of the PDA, and many other external 
factors. It is preferred that the price determination rules 
explaining hoW a particular PDA is used to determine the 
price of a given product or service, are communicated to the 
buyer prior to the buyer engaging the PDA. This Will likely 
facilitate the creation of a binding contract upon the buyer. 
For example, opportunities to lock-in intermediate prices 
achieved at intermediate points during the performance of a 
PDA may exist in certain situations, but not in others. 

[0040] A classic example of a PDA is a video game, 
Wherein at the end of the game, the player has earned a certain 
point total or score. The score is then used to determine the 
price of the product or service at issue, in accordance With a 
mapping algorithm. Using the Mark McGWire card example 
described earlier, a score of less than 100,000 points may 
correspond to the $575.00 price; 100,000 to 199,999 may 
correspond to a $550.00 price; 200,000 to 299,999 may cor 
respond to a $525.00 price; and a score of 300,000 or more 
may correlate to the loWest price available, $500.00. The 
various score ranges and corresponding resulting prices may 
of course be adjusted by the seller or seller’s agent as needed. 
Similarly, price locking options may be available as described 
herein to alloW a buyer to lock in a price at an intermediate 
point during the performance of the video game or other PDA 
or combination of PDAs. 

[0041] Another example of a PDA involves a simulated 
investment in a stock market. A buyer may submit his or her 
prediction on the value of a certain stock, mutual fund, sample 
portfolio, index fund, either Us. or foreign, at the close of a 
speci?ed trading day. Or a buyer may be given a set amount of 
simulated “money” to “invest” in various public markets, his 
?nal portfolio value being compared to a raW score or the 
score of other players and/or buyers to determine the price he 
is entitled to pay for the speci?ed product or service. The 
difference (either in percentage or raW points) betWeen the 
buyer’s prediction, and the actual closing price or value, may 
then be used to determine the price of the speci?ed product or 
service. 

[0042] Another example of a PDA involves sports Wager 
ing. A buyer may submit his or her Wager or prediction on the 
outcome of a sporting event, or a combination of sporting 
events, or individual or team achievements during the course 
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of a sporting event. “Odds” may be posted Which correspond 
to the price the buyer Will be entitled to depending on the 
accuracy of his or her Wager. 
[0043] Other PDAs include electronic card games, such as 
bridge, cribbage, black jack, poker, or other card games, 
craps, roulette, and electronic board games such as chess, 
backgammon, checkers, or a proprietary game such as Trivial 
Pursuit, Monopoly, or other game. It is to be understood that 
a price determining algorithm associated With a PDA, along 
With the availability of price locking options, may involve 
considerations of the number of players or buyers involved, 
the skill level of those players, market conditions for the 
products being sold, and other external or dynamic factors. 
[0044] For example, a particular seller may have nine Wid 
gets available for sale, for Which he desires to get an average 
of $ 1 00.00 each. He therefore con?gures his offer to extend to 
the ?rst nine buyers interested in the Widget, With a single 
PDA of a simulated horse race being the only PDA available. 
He con?gures the horse racing PDA to post “odds” such that 
three horses With the best times Will receive the Widget for 
only $75.00; numbers 4-6 Will pay $100.00, and numbers 7-9 
Will pay $125.00, thus securing an average price of $100.00 
per product for the seller. 
[0045] In the horse race example, as in any multi-player 
situation, the simulated horse race may occur With all partici 
pants simultaneously, or it may occur at various times 
depending on When each buyer is available to participate. In 
the former case, participants may be noti?ed by e-mail, audio 
or visual indicator, or any other Way as to the speci?c start 
time of the multi-player PDA. For example, a player may 
sign-up for the race, and aWait at his terminal for the trumpet 
noise, Which he Would then acknoWledge. The server might 
actually sign-up tWenty or more players, and send the trumpet 
noise to each one until nine players have acknoWledged. Once 
the server has received nine acknoWledgements, the ten sec 
ond countdoWn could begin and the PDA Would then occur. 
As for the other players Who did not get the trumpet call, they 
could remain on the trumpet call Wait list until the next trum 
pet call. Various algorithms may be employed to remove a 
player from a Wait list after a predetermined amount of time 
has elapsed. In the case of asynchronous racing, each player 
may engage the PDA Which Will be programmed to have that 
player’s designated horse compete against the remaining 
horses Which Would be electronic opponents, as opposed to 
actual players. 
[0046] Another application of the present invention 
involves a scenario Wherein a buyer may participate multiple 
times in the same or various PDAs, in an effort to accumulate 
points that correspond to various price levels. For example, a 
GateWay 2000 computer costs may retail for $3000.00. For 
each certain level or accumulation of certain amounts of 
points, the buyer Would be entitled to reduce the price of the 
computer. The decrease in price can be in dollar amount or 
percentage points, and may or may not have a bottom limit. 
The actual transaction price betWeen a buyer and a seller 
Would be determined by the buyer, When he or she decides a 
price has been reached to his or her acceptable level. 
[0047] The actual opponents of a buyer in a multi-player 
PDA may even be buyers for other products or services, 
offered by other sellers. Or the opponent may be a pre-pro 
grammed softWare opponent, as in the previous asynchronous 
horse racing example. The opponent may even be an inde 
pendent computer, as in the case When a human buyer com 
petes against a computer opponent in a chess game. The 
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opponent or opponents may even be people Who are not 
buyers, but are merely players, participating in the PDA 
merely for the inherent entertainment value thereof. 
[0048] The players and/ or buyers may be required to pay a 
fee based on their participation in the PDA. The fee may be 
based upon pay-per-play, or on a predetermined time-basis 
such as quarterly, annual, lifetime, etc. Trial participation 
may be available, allowing a buyer or player/non-buyer to try 
the PDA for free, up to a speci?ed number of times. Similarly, 
sellers may be required to pay a fee to list their products and 
services for sale, or they may pay a percentage of their gross 
or net sales, or an amount based upon number of participants, 
etc. 

[0049] While certain embodiments are illustrated in the 
drawings and are described herein, including preferred 
embodiments, it Will be apparent to those skilled in the art that 
the speci?c embodiments described herein may be modi?ed 
Without departing from the inventive concepts described. For 
example, Well-known e-commerce softWare for order pro 
cessing, order ful?llment, shipping, billing, customer service, 
security, general ledger, advertising, and other applications 
may be integrated into an overall e-commerce application 
package to provide a complete e-commerce solution for a 
business desiring to capitaliZe on the concepts described 
herein. Additionally, softWare implementing the concepts and 
methods described herein may generally be programmed to 
alloW escape or exit at any stage, so long as the appropriate 
request is provided by the buyer. Also, use of the Word “prod 
uct” in the appended claims is intended to include both prod 
ucts and services. Accordingly, the invention is not to be 
restricted except by the claims Which folloW. 

1. A system comprising multiple programmable databases 
accessible by at least one computer server, comprising com 
puter executable program code and being programmed to: 

communicating via a global communication netWork to a 
buyer; 

receiving data representing a binding commitment from 
the buyer via the global communication netWork to pur 
chase a product for a price that Will be partially based 
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upon participation in a competitive activity that is col 
lateral to the price and associated With the product being 
purchased during an ecommerce transaction; the com 
petitive activity is required as part of the ecommerce 
transaction; 

receiving data over the global communication netWork, 
said data representing the participation in the competi 
tive activity; and 

determining the price of the product based at least partially 
upon the data received and at least partially on a bid in an 
auction. 

2. The system of claim 1, further comprising computer 
executable program code programmed to perform the step of 
determining the price based at least partially upon a compe 
tition betWeen at least tWo participants participating in the 
competitive activity. 

3. The system of claim 1, Wherein the competitive activity 
requires at least one additional participant being a second 
buyer, and further comprising receiving data representing a 
second binding commitment from the second buyer to pur 
chase the product for a second price; the second price Will be 
at least partially based on the competitive activity and a bid 
from the second buyer. 

4. The system of claim 1, Wherein the bid is received from 
the buyer, and further comprising receiving a second bid from 
a second buyer, and the price is based at least partially on the 
bids received. 

5. The system of claim 1, further comprising the step of 
paying a fee for selling the product based on revenue of the 
ecommerce transaction. 

6. The system of claim 1, Wherein the bid is offered by the 
buyer; and the price is determined as a Winning bid of the 
buyer to purchase the product. 

7. The system claim 1, further comprising the step of deter 
mining at least one or more prices in addition to the price for 
one or more buyers in addition to the buyer based on a desired 
average price. 


